
UCR Template Modification 
Revised 01/01/2018 
 
A modification has been made to the UCR template to include a column to capture 
Medicaid MCO days on the Occupancy schedule. 
 
A revised template named UCR Template 20180101.xls has been posted to the 
www.mslc.com/maryland website.  If you are using the UCR template to submit cost 
reports, please download the revised template and use it for all future cost report 
submissions.  A revised UCR Template 20180101 Numbered.xls file has also been posted 
to the website. This revised template is mandatory for all UCRs with periods ending 
January 1, 2018 and later. 
 
If you wish to make the modifications to the template yourself, the following lists each 
modification that was made. 
 
Occupancy Tab 
1. A new column was inserted between existing Columns F and G. The new ‘Medicaid 

MCO’ column is in Column G. The ‘Other Govt.’ column is now in Column H. 
 
2. In Cell G26, the formula ‘=SUM(G12:G25)’ was added. 
 
3. In Cell G10, the word ‘MEDICAID’ was added. In Cell G11, the word ‘MCO’ was 

added. 
 
4. In Cells G7-L7, the values were renumbered from blank-7 to 4-8. Be sure to skip 

Column I. 
 
5. In Cells L12-L25, verify that the formulas include Column G. 
 
6. In Cell C29, ‘Col. 5’ was added to the existing text. 
 
7. In Cell H29, verify that the formula includes Column G. 
 
8. In Cell A52, ‘01/18’ was added to the existing text. 
 
Submission File Tab 
1. In Cells D127-D149, the existing number was changed from 4 to 5. 
 
2. In Cells D150-D172, the existing number was changed from 5 to 6. 
 
3. In Cells D173-D196, the existing number was changed from 6 to 7. 
 
4. In Cells A2809-A2822, the formula ‘=Occupancy!Gxx” was added. The variable xx 

is 12 for Cell A2809 and is 25 for Cell A2822. The other cells should fill in between 
these two values. 



 
5. In Cells A2809-A2822, the cells were formatted as General. Do not format these cells 

to contain any commas or decimals. 
 
6. In Cells B2809-B2822, the word ‘Occupancy’ was added. 
 
7. In Cells C2809-C2820, the numbers 1-12 were added. In Cell C2821, the text ‘12a’ 

was added. In Cell 2822, the text ‘12b’ was added. 
 
8. In Cells D2809-D2822, the number 4 was added. 
 
9. In Cells E2809-E2822, the text ‘Inpatient Days-Comprehensive-Medicaid MCO’ was 

added. 


